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0. INTRODUCTION
Let N/M be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras with a conditional
expectation E: M  N satisfying the finite index condition of [PiPo], i.e.,
there exists c>0 such that E(x)cx, \x # M+ . In [Po4] we proved that
such inclusions N/M satisfy the relative version of Dixmier’s property,
namely for any x # M, the norm closure of the convex hull of the averaging
elements of x by unitaries in N, CN (x)=con[uxu* | u unitary element in
N], contains elements from the relative commutant of N in M : CN (x) &
N$ & M{<.
The proof used at a key point the classical result of Dixmier for the
single von Neumann algebra N ([D]), showing that for x # N the above
‘‘averaging’’ sets CN (x) satisfy CN (x) & Z(N){<, where Z(N)=
N$ & N is the center of N.
In this paper we investigate the C*-algebra version of this result, proving
the relative Dixmier property for certain inclusions of C*-algebras B/A,
with conditional expectations E: A  B satisfying the finite index condition
in [PiPo]. As in the von Neumann algebra case treated in [Po4], the
proof will depend on the validity of the Dixmier property for the single
C*-algebra B. Thus, our result roughly shows that the relative Dixmier
property for an inclusion B/A with Ind(B/A)< holds whenever the
single C*-algebra B has itself the Dixmier property.
Since the notion of ‘‘center’’ of an algebra doesn’t fit so well in the con-
text of C*-algebras (although it can be formally defined in the same way
as for von Neumann algebras), for single C*-algebras B one takes the
property ‘‘CB(x) & C1{<, \x # B’’ to be, by definition, the ‘‘Dixmier
property’’.
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There have been a number of articles proving the Dixmier property for
special classes of single C*-algebras, notably for reduced C*-algebras
associated with certain classes of groups (see e.g., [P], [A], [R], [BCH],
[BH]). Also, while Dixmier himself already noticed in [D] that if a
C*-algebra satisfies the Dixmier property then it has a unique trace (if
any), Haagerup and Zsido proved in [HZ] that, conversely, all unital, sim-
ple C*-algebras with at most one tracial state have the Dixmier property.
Due to all these results for single C*-algebras, our main theorem in this
paper implies that for a rather large class of C*-algebras B, such as
C*-algebras associated with groups satisfying the Powers-type property in
([BCH]) or, more generally, for unital, simple C*-algebras with at most
one tracial state (cf. [HZ]), if B is embedded with finite index in another
C*-algebra A then B/A has the relative Dixmier property.
We mention that in the case B is a C*-algebra with a trace our proof
does not use the results in [Po4]. Instead, we use a direct argument based
on the weak version of the relative Dixmier property (which for algebras
with a trace has a fairly easy proof, cf. [Po1]) to reduce the problem to
the single algebra case. This line of proof, which is in fact an outgrowth of
some ideas in [Po4] (more precisely, of Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.7 in that
paper), gives a new, shorter proof to the finite case of the main Theorem
in [Po4] as well.
In the last section of the paper we will apply our result on the relative
Dixmier property for inclusions of C*-algebras, together with a result of
Kishimoto, to prove that if A is the crossed product algebra of a simple
C*-algebra B by a discrete group G acting properly outer on it (in the
sense of [E]), then A has the Dixmier property relative to B whenever B
itself has the Dixmier property. Also, in a somewhat different but closely
related direction motivated by the work in [BH], we obtain a result
relating the simplicity properties of the C*-algebras A, B, in the case B is
embedded with finite index in A.
1. THE WEAK RELATIVE DIXMIER PROPERTY
As mentioned in the introduction, the proof of the relative version of the
Dixmier property for C* and von Neumann inclusions presented in this
paper will rely on the weak form of this property.
1.1. Definition. An inclusion of von Neumann algebras N/M has
the weak relative Dixmier property if the weak closure C wN (x) of the convex
set co[Tu(x) | u=(u1 , u2 , ..., un)/U(N)] contains elements from the
relative commutant N$ & M, for all x # M, where for a n-tuple of unitaries
u=(u1 , ..., un)/N we denote Tu(x)=1n  j jn ujxuj*.
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This type of property has been first considered in the early 60’s by
J. Schwartz ([S]), who noticed that N/M has the weak relative Dixmier
property whenever N is approximately finite dimensional and related this
property with the existence of norm one projections onto the commutant
of N. As a result of the ground-breaking developments of the 70’s and of
Connes’ fundamental theorem relating approximate finite dimensionality of
von Neumann algebras with amenability and injectivity, one now knows
that in order for a von Neumann algebra N to have the weak relative
Dixmier property in any embedding N/M it is necessary and sufficient
that N be approximately finite dimensional (equivalently, that N be injec-
tive, or amenable).
However, as noted in [Po1], all von Neumann inclusions N/M for
which there exists a faithful normal state . on M that has N in its cen-
tralizer has the weak relative Dixmier property. In particular, all inclusions
of finite von Neumann algebras have the weak relative Dixmier property.
We recall here that argument, based on convexity properties of the Hilbert
norm on M given by &m&.=.(m*m)12, m # M.
1.2. Lemma. Let N/M be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras with
a faithful normal state . on M having the finite von Neumann algebra N in
its centralizer. Then N/M has the weak relative Dixmier property, in fact
CwN (x) & N$ & M=[EN$ & M(x)], \x # M, where EN$ & M is the unique nor-
mal conditional expectation onto N$ & M that preserves .. Moreover, if
x # M is such that EN$ & M(x)=0 and &x&.=1, then for any = and any
n>=&2 there exists a n tuple of unitary elements u=(u1 , u2 , ..., un)/N such
that &Tu(x)&.<=.
Proof. Let y # M. Since the Hilbert norm & &. on M given by . is
inferior semicontinuous with respect to the weak topology on bounded
sets, it follows that there exists an element y0 # C wN ( y) such that &y0&.=
inf[&y$&. | y$ # C wN ( y)]. Moreover, since & &. is a Hilbert norm, it follows
that the element y0 is unique with this property. But since
&u*y0u&2.=.(u*y0* y0u)=.( y0* y0)=&y0&
2
.
for all unitary elements u in N, it follows that u*y0u= y0 , \u # U(N). Thus
y0 # N$ & M, showing that C wN ( y) & N$ & M{<.
Also, since by the uniqueness of the conditional expectation EN$ & M
one has EN$ & M(u } u*)=EN$ & M( } ), for each u # U(N), it follows that
EN$ & M( y$)=EN$ & M( y), \y$ # C wN ( y), so that if y$ # C
w
N ( y) & N$ & M then
y$=EN$ & M( y$)=EN$ & M( y).
To prove the last part of the statement, let us first show that given any
x1 , x2 # M with EN$ & M(x i)=0, i=1, 2 and any $>0, there exists v # U(N)
such that 2 Re .(x2*vx1v*)<$. Indeed, because if we would have
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2 Re .(x2*vx1v*)$, \v # U(N) then 2 Re .(x2* y)$, \y # C wN (x1). But
by the first part 0=EN$ & M(x1) # C wN (x1), yielding 0$, a contradiction.
Let now $=n(=2&n&1) and assume we found unitary elements u1 , u2 , ...,
um # U(N) such that 2 Re .((1i j u ixui*)* uj+1xu*j+1)$, \1j<m.
By applying the first part to x1=x and x2=1im u ixui* , it follows that
we can find um+1 # U(N) such that the above inequality holds true for
j=m as well.
Doing this recursively up to n we can thus find unitary elements u1 , ...,
un # U(N) such that
&Tu(x)&2. =n
&2 \:j &ujxuj*&
2
.++n&2 2 Re :i< j .((ui xui*)* ujxu j*)
n&2n+n&2n$<n&1+=2&n&1==.
Q.E.D.
Let us deduce from the previous lemma a more general statement that
also includes Schwartz’s result ([S]).
1.3. Corollary. Let N/M be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras.
Assume that N is isomorphic to N R, where N is a finite von Neumann
algebra and R is an approximately finite dimensional algebra such that
R$ & M has a normal semifinite faithful weight . which is semifinite when
restricted to N and contains N in its centralizer. Then N/M has the weak
relative Dixmier property.
Proof. Let x # M. We have to prove that C wN (x) & N$ & M{<. By
Schwartz’s result we have that C wR (x) & R$ & M{<. Let y be an element
in this non-empty intersection. Since C wR (x)/C
w
N (x) and y # C
w
N (x) O
CwN ( y)/C
w
N (x), in order to prove the statement it is sufficient to prove
that CN( y) & N$ & M0 {<, where M0=R$ & M.
All in all this means that in order to prove the result it is sufficient to
prove that if a finite von Neumann algebra N is embedded in a von
Neumann algebra M0 such that there exists a normal, semifinite, faithful
weight . on M0 , semifinite on N, having N in its centralizer, then N/M0
has the weak relative Dixmier property.
But since . is semifinite on the finite von Neumann algebra N, it follows
that there exists a partition of the identity with projections [ pi] i in the cen-
ter of N such that .( pi)<, \i. It follows that in order to prove the weak
relative Dixmier property for N/M0 it is sufficient to prove it for the
inclusions Npi / piM0 pi (because the weak topology on M0 is generated by
states that are supported by finite sums of pi ’s). This shows that in order
to prove the result it is sufficient to prove it for inclusions N/M0 with a
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normal, faithful state . having N in its centralizer. But in this case
Lemma 1.2 applies. K
Let us now mention a consequence of the results in [Po4], proving the
weak relative Dixmier property for many interesting cases of inclusions not
covered by the preceding results. To do this, we consider the following
definition, generalizing a concept introduced in [ILPo]: An inclusion of
von Neumann algebras N/M is w-discrete if there exists a von Neumann
algebra M containing M which has a partition of the identity with projec-
tions [ pi] i/I # N$ & M such that Np i / p iM p i has finite index, \i # I.
Note that if N/M has a normal faithful conditional expectation
E: M  N such that N /
E
M is discrete in the sense of [ILPo], then the
‘‘basic construction’’ von Neumann algebra M =def (M, E) satisfies the
above conditions. Thus the notion of ‘‘discreteness’’, as defined in
([ILPo]), implies ‘‘w-discreteness’’, as defined here.
It is immediate to see that in case N/M is an inclusion of von
Neumann algebras for which there exists a partition of the identity [ pi] i/I
with projections in N$ & M such that Npi / piM pi has finite index, \i # I,
then N/M has the weak relative Dixmier property. Indeed, if for each
finite subset J/I we denote pJ= j # J pj then NpJ / pJM pJ will still
have finite index, so by [Po4] it will have the relative Dixmier property.
Since the increasing net of projections [ pJ]J/Ifin tends to 1, we are done.
On the other hand, if an inclusion of von Neumann algebras N/M has
the weak relative Dixmier property then N/M has the weak relative
Dixmier property for any intermediate von Neumann algebra N/M/
M . We have thus proved the following consequence to [Po4]:
1.4. Corollary. Let N/M be a w-discrete inclusion of von Neumann
algebras. Then N/M has the weak relative Dixmier property.
1.5. Remarks. 1. Concerning the weak relative Dixmier property, it
seems to us that the following statement could hold true: any inclusion of
von Neumann algebras N/M with a conditional expectation of M onto N
has the weak relative Dixmier property. We have not been able to prove
such a general statement, which we thus leave as an open problem.
2. Note that if in the Corollary 1.4 we assume that N is either a
semifinite von Neumann algebra or a _-finite von Neumann factor (i.e., a
factor which admits a normal faithful state), then one can prove the state-
ment without using the strong version of the relative Dixmier property
from [Po4]. Indeed, with the notations before the Corollary 1.4, we have
that NpJ / pJ M pJ has the weak relative Dixmier property, \J/Ifin , both
in the case N is semifinite, by 1.2 or 1.3, and in the case N is a _-finite
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factor of type III, by ([ILPo]). Since pJ  1, this implies N/M has the
weak relative Dixmier property, thus N/M has the property as well,
because N/M/M .
2. RELATIVE DIXMIER PROPERTY FOR C* INCLUSIONS
In this section we will consider inclusions of unital C*-algebras B/A
with a conditional expectation E: A  B of finite index. We will assume
that B is simple and satisfies the Dixmier property, i.e., CB(b) & C1{<,
\b # B. Recall from [HZ] that for simple C*-algebras B this latter condi-
tion is equivalent to B having at most one tracial state. We want to prove
that these conditions imply that B/A has the relative Dixmier property,
whenever this makes sense (in a sense to become clear later).
We thus let . be a state on B, which we take to be tracial when B
does have traces. We still denote by . the state on A given by . b E and
denote by N/M the von Neumann inclusion generated by B/A under
the GNS representation ?. corresponding to .. Note that ?. is faithful on
both B (because B is simple) and on A (because if for some x # A we have
.( y*x*xy)=0, \y # B, then .( y*E(x*x) y)=0, \y # B, so that E(x*x)=0,
implying that x=0).
We’ll identify B with the weakly dense subalgebra ?.(B) of N and A
with the weakly dense subalgebra ?.(A) of M. Our result then states:
2.1. Theorem. With the above assumptions and notations we have
CB(x) & B$ & A=C wB(x) & B$ & A=C
w
N (x) & B$ & A, for all x # A. Thus, if
for some state . as above we have C wN (x) & B$ & A{< then CB(x) & B$ &
A{<. In particular, if for some . we have B$ & A=N$ & M ( for instance,
if N$ & M=C1) then CB(x) & B$ & A{<.
Proof. Since U(B) is s*-dense in U(N), we clearly have C wB(x) &
B$ & A=C wN (x) & B$ & A.
Let x # A and y # C wB(x) & B$ & A. In order to show that CB(x) &
B$ & A=C wB(x) & B$ & A, we have to prove that \=>0, _x0 # CB(x) such
that &x0& y&<=.
Note first that by the inferior semicontinuity of the norm & &. with
respect to the weak topology, it follows that for any given =>0 there exists
x1 # CB(x) such that &x1& y&2.<c=
2, where c=Ind(E)&1. Since .=. b E,
if we denote b=E((x1& y)* (x1& y)) then b # B+ and we have .(b)<c=2.
Now, in the case . is tracial on B, since B satisfies the Dixmier property,
one can get arbitrarily close (in the uniform norm) to the trace of b, .(b)1,
by elements of the form Tu(b) for some u=(u1 , u2 , ..., un)/U(B) (cf. p. 175
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in [HZ]), i.e., \$>0, _u=(u1 , ..., un)/U(B) such that &Tu(b)&
.(b) 1&<$. Thus, if we take $c=2&.(b), we get:
&Tu(b)&<.(b)+c=2&.(b)=c=2.
In the case B has no tracial states, from the condition .(b)<c=2 and by the
properties of the Dixmier set CB(b) in C*-algebras without traces (see
the Corollaire on p. 175 of [HZ]), it follows again that there exists
u=(u1 , u2 , ..., un)/U(B) such that &Tu(b)&<c=2.
Let us finally prove that if for the u checking the above properties we
denote by x0=Tu(x1) # CB(x1)/CB(x) then &x0& y&<=. Indeed, by tak-
ing into account that E(Tu((x1& y)* (x1& y)))=Tu(E((x1& y)* (x1& y)))
=Tu(b) and using the inequality ac&1E(a) for a=Tu((x1& y)* (x1& y))
# A+ and Kadison’s inequality for the completely positive map Tu , we get:
&x0& y&2=&Tu(x1)& y&2=&Tu(x1& y)&2=&Tu(x1& y)* Tu(x1& y)&
&Tu((x1& y)* (x1& y))&c&1 &E(Tu((x1& y)* (x1& y)))&
=c&1 &Tu(b)&<cc&1=2==2.
For the last part of the statement, let us first show that if N/M is the
weak closure of B/A under some representation of A, then N/M has
finite index, i.e., there exists a conditional expectation E of M onto N such
that Ind E<. Indeed, just take E**: A**  B** to be the bidual of
E and note that if p0 # Z(B**) denotes the largest central projection of
B** such that B**p0=Np0 &N and p1 # Z(A**) the largest central pro-
jection of A** such that A**p1=Mp1 &M, then p1p0 and Np1 &N
(by the definition of p0 , p1 and because N is the weak closure of B
in M). Thus, (Np1 /Mp1)& (N/M) and if we let E be defined by
E(x)=(E**( p1))&1 E**(xp1) p1 , for x # M, then E defines a conditional
expectation of M onto N satisfying Ind EInd(E**)Ind E< (see
e.g., 1.1.2(ii) in [Po2]).
It thus follows by Corollary 1.4 that CwN (x) & N$ & M{<, so that if
N$ & M=B$ & A then CB(x) & B$ & A= C wN (x) & N$ & M{<. Q.E.D
2.2. Remark. Note that, by using 1.4 in the proof of 2.1 we have
implicitely used [Po4], (needed in the proof of 1.4). However, if in the
statement of the Theorem 2.1 we restrict our attention only to the states .
that are factorial on B, then we would need Corollary 1.4 in the case
N=?.(B)" is a factor. We see from the Remark 1.5.2. that in this factorial
case we can actually avoid using [Po4], thus getting this factorial form of
2.1 independently of the results in [Po4].
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3. RELATIVE DIXMIER PROPERTY FOR
VON NEUMANN INCLUSIONS
The relative Dixmier property for inclusions of von Neumann algebras
with finite index N/M was proved in [Po4] by analyzing separately the
finite and properly infinite case. But while the proof of the properly infinite
case was completed through a direct argument, very similar to the one used
in the previous section, the proof of the finite case used a contradiction
argument, relying on the HahnBanach theorem.
In this section we give a direct and much shorter proof to the finite case
of that theorem. This proof is inspired by Remark 3.7 and Lemma 3.2 in
[Po4], being in fact almost identical to the proof of Theorem 2.1 above.
Along the lines, we will prove that in the finite factorial case the unitaries
used in the averaging process can be taken mutually commuting and with
finite spectrum. In other words, if N/M is an inclusion of type II1 -factors
with finite Jones index, then one can push any element x # M arbitrarily
close to the relative commutant N$ & M by elements of the form 7i pi xp i ,
where [ pi] i are finite partitions of the identity with projections in N.
3.1. Theorem ([Po4]). Let N/M be an inclusion of finite von
Neumann algebras having a conditional expectation E: M  N with finite
index. Then N/M has the relative Dixmier property. More precisely,
CN(x) & N$ & M=[EN$ & M(x)], \x # M, where EN$ & M is the unique normal
conditional expectation of M onto N$ & M that preserves the central trace of
M. If in addition N, M are type II1 factors, then for any x # M and any =>0
there exists a finite partition of the identity with projections in N, p1 , ..., pn ,
such that &k pk xpk&EN$ & M(x)&<=.
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 in the Preliminary Section of [Po4], in order to
prove the statement it is sufficient to consider the case when
Z(N)/Z(M).
We first prove that if x # M and y=EN$ & M(x) then \=>0, _w=
(w1 , ..., wk)/U(N) and a non-zero projection p # Z(N)/Z(M) such that
&(Tw(x)& y) p&<=. Moreover, we will show that the number of unitary
elements k can be taken to only depend on the norm of x and on =.
Let { be a normal tracial state on N with support projection p0 # Z(N)
and denote .={ b E. Since C wN(x) & N$ & M=[EN$ & M(x)], by 1.2 it
follows that for any given =>0 there exist unitary elements u=
(u1 , ..., un)/U(N) such that x1=Tu(x) satisfies &x1& y&2.<c=
22, where
c=Ind(E)&1. Since .=. b E, if we denote b=E((x1& y)* (x1& y)) then b
lies in N+ and we have {(b)=.(b)<c=22. In particular, it follows that if
b0 denotes the central trace of b in N, i.e., b0=EN$ & N(b), then there exists
a projection p # Z(N), 0{ p p0 such that b0 pc=22.
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Since N satisfies the Dixmier property, one can get =2-close to the cen-
tral trace b0 of b in N by elements of the form Tv(b), for some v=
(v1 , v2 , ..., vm)/U(N) (cf. [D]):
&Tv(b)&b0&<c=22.
Moreover, by the proof in [D], we see that the number m of unitaries
needed can be taken of the form m=2k with k satisfying (34)k &b&c=22.
By taking into account that E(Tv((x1& y)* (x1& y)))=Tv(E((x1& y)*
(x1& y)))=Tv(b) and using the inequality ac&1E(a) for a=Tv((x1& y)*
(x1& y)) # M+ and Kadison’s inequality for the completely positive map
Tv on M, if we denote by x0=Tv(Tu(x))=Tv(x1) # CN(x) we get:
&(x0& y) p&2=&(Tv(x1)& y) p&2=&(Tv(x1& y)) p&2
=&(Tv(x1& y)* Tv(x1& y)) p&
&(Tv((x1& y)* (x1& y))) p&
c&1 &(E(Tv((x1& y)* (x1& y)))) p&
=c&1 &Tv(b) p&c&1(&(Tv(b)&b0) p&+&b0 p&)
cc&1=22+cc&1=22==2.
Thus, if we define w=(vj ui) i, j /U(N) then &(Tw(x)& y) p&<= and we
also get that the number of unitary elements (vj ui) i, j can be taken bounded
by a constant only depending on =. But then, by using that Z(N)/Z(M)
and an obvious maximality argument, we get unitary elements U=
(U1 , ..., Ur)/U(N) such that one has the ‘‘global’’ estimate &TU (x)& y&<=.
To prove the last part of the statement, note first that by [Po5] we do
have a partition of the identity p~ 1 , ..., p~ m # P(N|) such that &7i p~ ixp~ i&
EN$ & M(x)&<(c=22)12, by simply taking the projections p~ i # N| to be free
with respect to the algebra generated by x, with respect to the trace pre-
serving expectation on the finite dimensional algebra N$ & M=N|$ & M|
(cf. 2.1, 2.2 in [Po5]). Since each p~ i is represented by a sequence of projec-
tions ( pni )n in N, which in addition can be taken such that 7i p
n
i =1 for
each n, it follows that for large enough n the partition of the identity
p$1=pn1 , ..., p$m=p
n
m # P(N) will satisfy &p$ixp$i& yp$i&2<(c=22)12 &p$i&2 , \i,
where y=EN$ & M(x).
If we now denote bi=EN(( p$ixp$i& yp$i)* ( p$i xp$i& yp$i)) and use the fact
that the classical Dixmier averaging theorem ([D]) gives for each i a finite
partition of the identity [q ij]j in the algebra p$iNp$i such that &7j q ijbiq ij&
{(bi)&<c=22, then the same calculations as before show that &i, j q ij xq
i
j&
y&<=. A relabeling of the projections [q ij] i, j , that one denotes by [ pk]k ,
will thus satisfy the last part of the statement. Q.E.D
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4. FURTHER RESULTS
It has already been noticed in [Po4] that the relative Dixmier property
for inclusions of finite index can be used to prove the (relative) Dixmier
property for crossed product algebras. In the case of crossed products of
C*-algebras by properly outer actions of groups (for the definition of
properly outer automorphisms of C*-algebras see [E]), due to Theorem 2.1
we get the following:
4.1. Corollary. Let B be a simple C*-algebra having the Dixmier
property. Assume B is embedded in a C*-algebra A0 such that A0 is
generated by B and unitary elements that implement properly outer
automorphisms on B ( for instance, when A0 is the reduced crossed product
algebra B_r, _ G of B by the properly outer action _ of a discrete group G
on B). Then B/A0 has the relative Dixmier property (thus, the above
B_r, _ G has the Dixmier property relative to B, while being simple by [Ki]).
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove that given any finitely many
properly outer automorphisms _1 , ..., _n of B, any elements b1 , ..., bn # B
and any =>0, there exist unitary elements (u1 , ..., um)/B such that
"m&1 :
1 jm
u jbi _i (uj*)"<=, \i=1, 2, ..., n.
To prove this, let A denote the algebra of n+1 by n+1 matrices over B,
A=Mn+1(B), and embed B in A by letting each b # B go into the diagonal
element b_1(b) } } } _n(b) # A. Note that there exists a conditional
expectation E: AB defined by E((bij) i, j)=(n+1)&1 nj=0 
n
i=0 _j (_
&1
i (bii)),
where _0=id, which clearly satisfies Ind E(n+1)2.
By (Theorem 2.1 in [Ki]), there exists a pure state . on B such that
. b _i {., \i{0. We still denote by . the state on A given by . b E. Also,
denote by N/M the von Neumann algebras generated by B/A under the
GNS representation corresponding to .. Note that B$ & M is a subset of
sp[eij]i, j and that the condition . b _i {., \i{0, implies that e0j does not
lie in B$ & M, where we have denoted by [eij]0i, jn a matrix unit for
Mn+1(C)(/A). In particular, we have B$ & M/A, so that N$ & M=
B$ & M=B$ & A.
By Theorem 2.1 it follows that if we take x=j bje0j # A then CB(x) &
B$ & M=CwB(x) & B$ & M. But from the above and 1.4 we have
CwB(x) & B$ & M=[0]. It follows that \=>0, _u=(u1 , ..., um)/U(B) such
that &Tu(b)&<=. This clearly implies &m&1 1 jm ujbi_i (uj*)&<=, \i, as
desired. Q.E.D
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Let us also mention that Theorem 3.1 gives a stronger version of Connes’
celebrated local Rohlin theorem for outer automorphisms on finite factors,
in which a whole partition of the identity with projections that are
displaced by the automorphisms is obtained.
4.2. Corollary. Let N be a type II1 factor and _1 , ..., _n be finitely
many outer automorphisms of N. For any =>0 there exists a finite partition
of the identity with projections in N, [ pi]i , such that &pi_j ( pi)&<=, \i, j.
Proof. This is trivial, by arguing like in the proof of 4.1 and using the
second part of Theorem 3.1 (instead of 2.1). Q.E.D
4.3. Examples. Let B be a unital, simple C* algebra with a trace { and
% a {-preserving automorphism of B. Then % extends to an automorphism,
still denoted %, of the von Neumann algebra N generated by B under the
GNS representation corresponding to {, and in order for % to be properly
outer on B it is sufficient that % be properly outer on N. Thus, if _:
G  Aut(B, {) is a {-preserving, cocycle-action of a discrete group G on B
such that _(g) is properly outer on N, \g # G, g{e, then B_r, _ G has the
Dixmier property relative to B whenever B itself has the Dixmier property
(equivalently, when { is its unique trace). Note that the proper outerness
of the cocycle-action _ can be checked by merely showing that
N$ & N__ G=C1. For instance, if one takes a discrete group G0 with a
normal subgroup H such that G0 has infinite conjugacy classes (i.c.c.)
relative to H, and such that B=C r*(H) has the Dixmier property (so in
particular it is simple, cf. [P]), then A0=C r*(G0) has the Dixmier property
relative to B.
Note that for this class of examples, namely for crossed product algebras
B_r, _ G, where B is a simple C*-algebra with a trace {, having the Dixmier
property (equivalently, having a unique trace, by [HZ]) and _ a {-preserving
properly outer cocycle-action of a discrete group G on B, the argument
used in the proof of Corollary 4.1 above does not need (2.1 in [Ki]):
instead of taking . to be a pure state that separates a given finite set of
properly outer automorphisms, one takes it to be the unique trace of B, the
rest of the argument being identical. Also, in this case the simplicity of
B_r, _ G follows from the first part of Corollary 4.1 without having to use
(3.1 in [Ki]). Indeed, since B_r, _ G has a faithful trace and has the
Dixmier property, it follows simple by Powers’ well known remark ([P]).
One thus obtains an alternative proof for this particular case of (3.1 in
[Ki]; see also [E], [EH] for prior related results).
The problem of deciding whether a C*-algebra is simple or not is often
studied in parallel to the problem of whether it has the Dixmier property
or not. When one has an inclusion of C*-algebras B/A with a conditional
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expectation E of finite index it is thus natural to try to relate the simplicity
of the two algebras A, B involved, in conjunction with the study of their
Dixmier property. This problem has been considered in [BH] in the par-
ticular case when A is the reduced C*-algebra of a group, say G0 , and B
is the C*-subalgebra generated by a subgroup H/G0 of finite index,
[G0 : H]<. We end this section by making several observations on the
general case of this simplicity problem. The proofs we give will in fact not
use the results on the relative Dixmier property that we proved in the
previous sections. We will however include in our statements some conse-
quences of 2.1 as well.
It is of course not the case that the simplicity of B always entails that of
A, or vice-versa: taking A to be B2 with the obvious diagonal embedding
of B in it gives an obvious example. One can easily see that, in general, B
simple only implies that A has a finite number of closed ideals (and vice-
versa, if A is simple then B has a finite number of ideals), see 4.7 below.
Our results roughly show that, nevertheless, if one excludes such examples
by requiring that B has a factorial state . such that . b E be factorial on
A and such that the expectation E extends to an expectation between the
corresponding factors, then the simplicity of B does follow equivalent to
the simplicity of A. We first need the following:
4.4. Lemma. Let B/A be an inclusion of C*-algebras with a faithful
conditional expectation E: A  B. Assume there exists a faithful representa-
tion of B/A such that the inclusion of von Neumann algebras N/M that
it generates has a conditional expectation E: M  N extending E. Denote by
p0 (respectively p1) the largest projection in the center of B** (respectively
A**) such that Np0=B**p0 (respectively Mp1=A**p1). If one regards
B** in the natural way as a subalgebra of A** then p1 p0 . Moreover, if
Ind E< then p1= p0 . In the other words, if .0 is a state on B which is
the restriction of a normal state on N and . is a state on A which extends
.0 then . is itself the restriction of a normal state on M.
Proof. The first part is trivial, by the definition of p0 , p1 and the fact
that N is the weak closure of B in M.
Assume that q= p0& p1 {0 and let  be a normal state on A** sup-
ported by q. Let also E** be the bidual of E (see [Po3] and 2.4 in
[Po6]). Thus, E** is a conditional expectation onto B** and it satisfies
E |A**=E. In particular, if E(a)ca, \a # A+, then E**(a)ca, \a # A+** ,
so that Ind(E**)Ind E.
This implies that  satisfies the inequality c&1 b E**, where
c=(Ind E)&1. Also, since q p0 ,  |B** is supported by p0 , implying that
there exists a normal state 0 on N such that 0(b)=(bp0)=(b),
\b # B.
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But then, regarding A as a dense subalgebra of M, we get for each
a # A+ the inequality
(a)c&1 b E(a)=c&10 b E(a).
This means that if we denote by 1 the restriction of  to A then 1 is
majorized by a state on A which is the restriction of a normal state on M.
Thus 1 must be itself the restriction of a normal state on M. Thus, as an
element in A*=(A**)
*
, 1 is supported by p1 (by the way p1 is defined).
But this is a contradiction. Thus, p0 must equal p1 . K
The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for the existence of an exten-
sion of the expectation from the C*-algebra to the von Neumann algebra
level.
4.5. Lemma. Let B/A be an inclusion of C*-algebras with a faithful
conditional expectation E: A  B. Assume A has a faithful state . satisfying
. b E=. such that the corresponding cyclic vector !. in the GNS representa-
tion (?p , H. , !.) is separating for A. If one denotes by N/M the von
Neumann inclusion generated by B/A under this representation, then
there exists a unique normal, faithful conditional expectation E of M onto N
such that E|A=E. In particular, this is the case if . is a trace on A and E
preserves this trace.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of ([ T]). K
4.6. Corollary. Let B/A be an inclusion of unital C*-algebras with a
conditional expectation E: A  B of finite index. Assume A has a faithful,
factor state . such that .=. b E and such that . |B is factorial too. Also,
assume that if N/M denotes the von Neumann inclusion generated by
B/A under the GNS representation corresponding to . then there exists a
conditional expectation E of M onto N such that E|A=E. Then we have:
1. If B is simple than A is simple. If in addition A contains a finite
subset [aj]j such that j ajB=A then, conversely, if A is simple then B is
simple.
2. Assume . is finite. Then A has a unique trace if and only if B has
a unique trace.
3. Assume B$ & A=N$ & M. If B is simple and has the Dixmier
property then A is simple and has the Dixmier property, in fact A has even
the Dixmier property relative to B. If in addition A contains a finite subset
[aj] j such that j ajB=A then, conversely, if A is simple and has the
Dixmier property then B is simple and has the Dixmier property.
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Proof. 1. If B is simple but A is not and J/A is a non-trivial proper
ideal of A then . | B has a state extension .$ to A that factors to AJ. By
Lemma 4.4 it follows that .$ extends to a normal state on the factor M, in
which A is faithfully represented, a contradiction. Conversely, if A is simple
then denote by A1 the C*-algebra generated by A and the Jones projection
e in the basic construction for N/M /
E1
M1=(M, e). By the construc-
tion of E1 and the existence of the finite set [a j] j /A with 7ja jB=A it
follows that E1(A1)=A. Thus, if we denote E1=E1 | A1 then A /
E1 A1 is a
finite index inclusion satisfying the same conditions as B/A, with . b E1 in
the role of the factorial state. By the first part it follows that A1 is simple
and since B&Be=eA1e, it follows that B is simple too.
2. This is trivial by Lemma 4.5.
3. The first implication is immediate by part 1 and Theorem 2.1. For
the converse, note first that, as in the proof of 1, if A is simple and has the
Dixmier property then A1 is simple and has the Dixmier property (where
A1 is defined as in 1). By [HZ] this is equivalent to A1 being simple and
having at most one tracial state. Since B&Be=eA1 e, this implies B is
simple and has at most one tracial state (because any trace on eA1e
extends uniquely to a trace on A1 , due to the condition 7ja jB=A). By
using again [HZ], it follows that B has the Dixmier property. K
4.7. Final Remarks. 1. Let G0 be a discrete group and H/G0 a sub-
group of finite index. It is immediate to see that if G0 is i.c.c. then H follows
i.c.c. as well (for instance, by a contradiction argument, see e.g., [BH]).
Thus, the left regular representation is factorial for both H and G0 and the
above part 1. of Corollary 4.6 applies to imply that Cr*(H) is simple if and
only if Cr*(G0) is simple, i.e., a result from [BH]. Similarly, parts of the
above 2., 3. give the rest of (Theorem in [BH]), when applied to this
particular class of examples.
2. It is easy to see, by arguing like in the proof of Lemma 4.4, that
if B/A is an inclusion of C*-algebras with finite index, then B has finitely
many (closed) ideals if and only if A has finitely many ideals.
3. It is not true, in general, that if a state . is faithful on a
C*-algebra B then its extension to the von Neumann algebra it generates
under the GNS construction corresponding to . is faithful as well: Kadison
constructed in [K] an example of a finite, factorial, faithful state on a
separable C*-algebra B such that its extension to the corresponding
type II1 factor is not faithful (equivalently, such that the II1 factor has
coupling constant less than 1).
4. Note that for an inclusion of C*-algebras B/A with a conditional
expectation E: A  B, the finiteness of the index as defined in [PiPo], i.e.,
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by requiring that E(x)cx, \x # A+ , for some c>0, is more general (so,
less restrictive) than the finiteness of the index as defines in [W], which
postulates the existence of a finite orthonormal basis (in the sense of
[PiPo]) of A over B, with respect to E. Indeed, if [en]n0 is a sequence
of *-Jones projections for some *14 and we denote by A the C*-algebra
generated by all these projections, with its Markov trace, and by B the
C*-subalgebra generated by en , n1, then A does not have a (finite)
orthonormal basis over B, while the trace preserving expectation E does
satisfy E(x)*x, \x # A+ .
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